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Rotary vacuum pumps are used in virtually every research lab, espe-

cially those engaged in vacuum science such as electron microscopy and

mass spectrometry. In the majority of these situations the exhaust can and

should be vented 1o the outside. Unfortunately, many labs lack this capabil-

ity. Oil mist vapors emitted from pumps under a load can be quite annoying

and may be a potential health hazard. Pumps located in small confined

spaces such as microscope rooms, darkrooms, etc. are particularly a

problem. Often the manufacturer supplied filters are either inadequate or

poorly maintained. I have encountered this situation in several microscopy

lab settings and have designed and constructed a simple dual filter housing

unit which more effectively reduces emissions, Materials are readily avail-

able in most hardware or home building supply stores.

The filter housing is designed to accommodate two (or three) dispos-

able #99~12-371H Balston filter units having 1/2" NIPT (National Pipe

Thread). Balston filter units are available for $30.12 US from Scientific

Instrument Services (908-788-5550, www.sisweb.com), I have no financial

interest in this company. One filter is threaded into an inner female 112"

NPT coupling and the other is threaded into the outside top of the unit which

has been drilled out and threaded with a 1/2" MPT tap (see drawing). If a

third filter is desired, it may be attached upsid~own to the upper 4" PVC

threaded plug via an additional 1/2" NPT nipple and two couplings, The

entire unit is threaded onto an adapter sized to fit the pump exhaust

opening.

A few pump manufacturers use non-standard thread sizes on the

exhaust port. These require some innovative machining or purchase of

costly adapters from a vacuum component supplier ($60-$75). For exam-

ple, Sargent Welch Models 1380,1402,1403, 8806, 8811, 8816 and 8821

use 1" x 20 TPl (threads per inch). A PVC or aluminum adapter can be

easily custom threaded by a friendly local machine shop.

The filter units are easily replaced by disposing of the lower inner filter

and shifting the upper ones down to the respective vacant positions. A new

filter is used as the final top outer filter. For labs struggling to make ends

meet this is the most efficient utilization of filters and provides breathable air

in confined rooms. The unit can be constructed by a handy person in a few

hours from 4" dia PVC pipe and fittings. Alternatively, I wouid be willing to

supply housing units for a modest fee of S1 00, plus shipping and tax where

applicable. (Custom adapters and Balston filters are not included).

Balston filter unit
#9955-12-371H -

411 PVC plug drilled
and tapped for 1/2" NPT

Seal with Teflon™ tape

Seal with Teflon™ tape

4" PVC female
adapter

4" PVC Sch. 40
pipe 6-10" long -

Seal with PVC Cement

Seal with PVC Cement

4" PVC female
adapter

Balston filter unit
#9955-12-371H

1/2" MPTgalv.bushing

411 PVC plug drilled
and tapped for 1/2" MPT

1/2" NPT galv. pipe nipple
3-4" long
(NW-25 adaptor fitting if
needed, additional adapters
available upon request)

Seal with Teflon™ tape

Seal with Teflon™ tape

Seal with Teflon™ tape

(Note: I have no commercial
interest in Balston or DuPont, ejb)

Double oil mist filter unit for rotary pumps in non-vented areas.
Patent Pending (individuals may use)
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FULL PRICES AND INFORMATION AT WWW.MICROSTARTECH.COM
TEL800533 2609 FAX4092949S61 E-MAILMISTAR@MSN.COM

SEM Applications/Demonstration Specialist
j§ Experienced scanning electron microscope opera-

tor for Caithersburg, MD demonstration lab. Re-
sponsible for performing SEM demonstrations and
providing technical support for customers and
sales force. Travel required. Management experi-
ence desisred. Send resume including salary re-
quirements to:

H. Naito
Nissei sangyo America/Hitachi

755 Ravendale Drive
Mountain view, CA 94043
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The Series 5
Robinson Detector

When image is everything,

only the best will do.

Whether yon use conventional, field-

emission or environmental SEMs or

defect review tools, the Series 5

Robinson BSE Detector delivers

unprecedented performance. More

signal, less noise, and outstanding

resolution. Call us to find out more.

ELECTRON DETECTORS INC. 1650 Holmes Street, Livermore, CA 94550, USA.

Telephone: 1 (800) 8ETP USA, (510) 449-8534. Facsimile: (510) 449-8996.

Email: mfo@etp-usa.com "Web: http://www.etp-usa.com
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Two lens focusing column

What does fei stand for?
Our compact, UHV, field emission columns are used by researchers world wide. Innovative electrostatic

optics and dedicated eiectronics allow you to integrate a high current density electron or Ion column
into most vacuum systems. FEI also supplies researchers with other specialized products...

LaBs an CeBo Cathodes
FEI's Mini-Vogel Mount \\\e first universally compatible
long-life, high-stability LaBe cathode, provides excellent
performance and the best cost-per-use value for
installation into your EM systems.

FIB Workstations
Focused ion beam micromilling workstations
range from the 8"-wafer compatible model to
the economical 2" small sample model ideal
for semiconductor, biological, TEM, and
MEMS specimens.

Field Emission Cathodes
FEI suppiies Schottky/zeM emitters
to EM manufacturers worldwide.
Schottky emission's high current
intensity has established it as the
preferred electron source for high
resolution SEM, TEM, Auger, ESCA,
EDX, and lithography.

FEI Company
7451 NE Evergreen Parkway
Hillsboro, OR 97124-5830
(503) 640-7500 Fax (503) 640-7509
email:rsk@feico.com

Now, when you think of FEI, you'll know we are the Specialists in Field Electron and Ion Technology.
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